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Abstract: The bacterial species concept was examined within the framework of plant and animal associated α-2 proteobacteria, taking into consideration the phylogenetic, taxonomic and biological approaches as well as the microbiologists’ perception. The virtue of the phylogenetic approach is that it gives an evolutionary perspective of the bacterial lineage; however the methods used possess low resolution for defining species located at the terminal branches of the phylogenetic trees. The merit of the taxonomic approach is that species are defined on the basis of multiple characteristics allowing high resolution at the terminal branches of dendograms; its disadvantage is the inaccuracy in the earlier nodes. On an individual level, the qualitative biological characteristics used for the definition of species frequently reveal shortcomings because many of these properties are the result of coevolution, parallel evolution or the horizontal transfer of genes. Nevertheless, when considered together with the phylogenetic and taxonomic approaches, important uncertainties are discovered: these must be weighed if a practical definition of bacterial species is conceived. The microbiologists’ perception is the criterion expressed by a group of sponsors who, based on scientific and practical grounds, propose a new bacterial species. The success of this new proposal is measured by its widespread acceptance and its permanence. A difficult problem concerned with defining bacterial species is how to distinguish if they are independent evolutionary units or if they are reticulate evolutionary units. In the first case the inference is vertically transmitted as a result of binary fission and clonal expansion. This may be the case of some animal cell associated bacteria in which recombination appears to be precluded or exceptional. In the second case adaptive changes occurring within an individual can be horizontally transferred to many or all group members. This seems to be the condition of many intestinal and plant associated bacteria. Genetic drift and speciation in clonal bacteria will depend almost exclusively on mutation and internal genetic rearrangement processes, whereas speciation in reticulate bacteria will depend not only on these processes but in their genetic interactions with other bacterial strains. This uncertainty, which corresponds to the evolutionary process, is at the same time one of the key factors in defining a bacterial species.
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"They, and every beast after his kind, and all the cattle after their kind, and every creeping thing that creepeth upon the earth after his kind, and every fowl after his kind, every bird of every sort. GENESIS 7: 14 And they went in unto Noah into the ark, two and two of all flesh, wherein is the breath of life. GENESIS 7: 15 And they that went in, went in male and female of all flesh, as God had commanded him: and the Lord shut him in. GENESIS 7: 16".

The job assigned to the mythical Noah was monumental, not only because he had to calculate how to accommodate all species of animals in a finite ark size (300 cubits long x 50 cubits wide x 30 cubits high) but also due to the enormous and exhausting duty of sorting and identifying in a brief death line (two months and seventeen days) the different species of animals, their sexes, their feeding habits and above all, to estimate their chances for survival. Conveniently for Noah, his work in systematics concluded after the ark’s door was closed. However, Noah’s task is far from complete and the question concerning the
correct identification of species and where to locate them is still a major puzzle.

The proximity of an ecological catastrophe, where human beings actively participate in the extinction of a considerable number of species, has alerted many instances in the relevance of sampling and classification of living creatures. Due to the fact that plants and animals are more conspicuous and in consequence more unveiled to our prejudices regarding beauty, ugliness and usefulness, most of the new “Noah’s arks” have been devoted to the census of these biodiversities with little or marginal attention to the microbial world. If we consider that the primordial living systems (and very probably the ultimate) were assembled almost exclusively by bacteria or bacteria-like organisms, and that practically all the genetics as well as the synthetic, catabolic and regulatory biochemical reactions were developed by these organisms and are still concentrated in bacteria, then it is obvious that we must give to this world its place in our “modern arks”. Furthermore, by considering the simple but relevant fact that practically all the eukaryotic systems studied possess or interact with at least one unique eubacteria (including endosymbionts), it is reasonable to propose that the bacterial world is not only the most abundant but the most diverse of all.

Shortcomings on the isolation and culture of a great number of bacteria (mainly the intracellular and the “extremist”) have restricted the correct quantification and characterisation of these organisms. Even though this problems have been partially solved by the advent of recent molecular techniques devoted to the amplification and sequencing of genes from bacteria which are difficult to isolate or to cultivate under controlled conditions, the truth is that classification of bacteria into species is a constant drawback (Krieg, and Holt. 1984). Today it is clear (at least for some of us) that the success of all conservation programs, biodiversity projects, bacterial collections, microbial ecologists, medical microbiologists, plant pathologists, food microbiologists, epidemiologists and geneticists depends on the correct identification of those extant units known as bacterial species for which protection, compilation, conservation, control, destruction or selection is being sought.

Since the publication of Darwin’s masterpiece “On the Origin of Species” in 1859, the definition of species concerning animals and plants has been extensively debated by a great number of scientists (O’Hara 1993 and 1994, Avise 1994). In contrast, the bacterial world was not subjected to the same detailed analysis for more than one century. This unfortunate fact was mainly due to the absence of data sustaining the evolutionary history of bacteria (Woese 1987). The advent, during the last two decades, of concise phylogenetic and taxonomic studies based on molecular sequences and structures has definitively contributed to incorporating the bacterial world within the constraints of evolutionary studies (Woese 1994). As with other organisms, the distinctiveness of bacteria requires an idiosyncratic analysis for the concept of species. However, we must distinguish between the various bacterial species concepts and the different character sets used to define species in that the former refers to a philosophical position and the latter refers to the characteristics used by the classification methods. Furthermore, the different systems of classification force us to a particular model for representing the dispersion of species which in most cases overlap with the different definitions (O’Hara 1993). In order to obtain a correct perspective on this, I will first of all discuss the bacterial species concept within the framework of the different species views which at the same time are related to the different character sets used to distinguish the various species. Up to the present, three different views on that which constitutes a species and two perceptions dominate our present knowledge: the phylogenetic species concept championed by Cracraft (1983), the taxonomic species concept (Staley and Krieg 1984), the biological species concept (Dobzhansky 1937), the microbiologists’ perception (Pitt 1994, Sneath 1984b) and the fixed species’ perception reviewed by Schadewald (1986). The three concepts have strengths and weaknesses, each emphasises different aspects of the evolutionary process and are within the boundaries of science. Because the taxonomic and phylogenetic concepts are based on numerical analysis (Sneath 1984a, Woese 1994, Williams et al. 1995), they are the most
distinctly understood. The biological species concept may be considered the ultimate definition, but due to the complexity involved in understanding the biology of a bacteria regarded as qualitative characters, it has been relegated to last among the three scientific views (Krieg and Holt 1984). In this essay I attempt to rescue the value of the biological species concept in the framework of the bacterial population structure. Other definitions such as the concordance (Avise and Ball 1990), recognition (Paterson 1985), cohesion (Templeton 1989) and evolutionary (Simpson 1951) species concepts, which have been used for the definition of animal and plant species, are either included within the phylogenetic, taxonomic and biological concepts or are not relevant within the context of a practical bacterial species definition. The two-perceptions are anthropocentric and non-scientific in nature. Nevertheless, the microbiologists' perception must be taken into account since sooner or later “a classification that is of little use to the microbiologist, no matter how fine a scheme or who devised it, will be ignored or significantly modified” (Staley and Krieg 1984). The fixed species' perception may be the most popular view among laymen. Since this perception is not amenable to scientific treatment or open to discussion outside the limits of creationism (Schadewald 1986), I will not consider it in further discussions.

On attempting to define a concept of a bacterial species, different and sometimes contrasting views must be considered. However, the concepts should be limited to the constraints of what is believed to be a natural system of classification. In short, the bacterial species must be catalogued in a system commensurate with the currently accepted theory of evolution. This includes a concept that takes into account the important role of the reproductive isolation of organisms and the horizontal transfer of, genes as different and complementary modes of bacterial speciation (Syvanen 1994). Understanding of this is expected to have a profound influence on the future of bacterial systematics.

THE PHYLOGENETIC APPROACH

A phylogenetic species may be understood as "the smallest diagnosable cluster of individual organisms within which there is a parental pattern of ancestry and descendent" (Cracraft 1983). This concept has the advantage that species are defined as the terminal organism in a lineage which has an ancestor common to other terminal organisms, represented by the node joining of their two branches; thus avoiding the meaningless classical ranked classification into kingdoms, phyla, classes, and families. In the light of this definition, debates concerning bacterial ranks above the genus level are trivial and unimportant (O’Hara 1994). A common problem with this concept involves determining how monophyly is to be recognised and how to distinguish gene phylogenies from pedigrees (Avise 1994).

The phylogenetic species concept is commonly based on two different types of data generated by different techniques: the comparison of characters between fossils and the extant species and the comparison of molecular sequences of the different organisms. Since the availability of bacterial fossils is scarce (Ochman and Wilson 1987), the evolutionary history of these microorganisms has been mainly reconstructed on the basis of molecular sequences which are best represented in the form of evolutionary trees or bushes (Olsen et al. 1994). Questions, such as if a gene can represent an organism and which bacterial genes best represent the evolutionary history of bacteria, have been a matter of dispute among evolutionists (Forterre et al. 1993). The weight of evidence generated during the last few years strongly suggests that some genes can in fact represent the phylogeny of bacteria (Woese 1987, Olsen and Woese 1993, Olsen et al. 1994). The search has been focused on genes that perform central functions, that is, “the entities most tightly interwoven into the fabric of the cell itself” (Olsen and Woese 1993). In this sense, bacteria phylogenies based on the sequences of conserved molecules such as ribosomal RNAs, chaperone proteins, cytochrome c, nitrogenase, elongation factor, ATPase synthase and glutamine synthetase, among others (Ochman and Wilson 1987, Kumada et al. 1993,
Ludwing et al. 1993, Olsen et al. 1994, Wallington and Lund 1994, Woese 1994) have greatly contributed to discerning the evolutionary relationships between bacteria, and therefore have substantially helped to identify different bacterial groups. Unfortunately, the same properties that make these molecules suitable for phylogenetic classification at a certain level, make them poor tools for defining bacterial species within close sister clades. For instance, I agree with the concept that there are genes (such as those cited above) which can approach the phylogeny of an organism; however, I also understand that at the species level they do not have enough resolution for defining bacterial species as separate entities (Stackebrandt and Goebel 1994). Furthermore, some of these bacterial genes are not single units but rather are duplicated in the same chromosome (Dryden and Kaplan 1990, Viale et al. 1994) or repeated in a second (different) chromosome of some bacteria (Allardet-Servent et al. 1988, Dryden and Kaplan 1990) and are therefore subjected to different positional constraints that may promote diversity within the same group. It can be argued that, given a gene (or the entire genome), one can always discern between close bacterial relatives and resolve them into species. The main problem with this is the absence of limits in the prediction of a terminal taxa: if one tries hard enough, sequence differences can be found to diagnose virtually any bacterial population. The "pendular movement machine" operated by the "lumpers" and the "splitters" of bacterial taxonomy depends on the data provided by them, generating from one to an ample number of species.

For the sake of our discussion, let us consider the phylogenetic tree in Fig. 1 constructed by the neighbor-joining method (Saitou and Nei 1987) from Knuc values derived from 16SrRNA sequences. All the terminal taxa represented in this tree correspond to phylogenetic close relatives of Gram negative bacteria assigned to the α-2 subdivision of Proteobacteria (Olsen et al. 1994). On consulting the topology of the tree we can at first glance resolve that in this case the traditional concept of Family established by ranked classification is a complete catastrophe in the sense that members of the Rhizobiaceae (Agrobacterium spp. Rhizobium spp. Phyllobacterium spp. and Bradyrhizobium spp.) are not only intermingled with bacteria originally included within the Rickettsiaceae (Bartonella quintana and B. visonii, former Rochalimae species), Bartonellaceae (B. bacilliformis) and members of "unknown" affiliation (Brucella spp. and Afipia spp.), but are also themselves mixed up (e.g. R. meliloti is closer to A. tumefaciens than to other members of the same genus). Furthermore, Bradyrhizobium spp. belongs to a different branch of association, together with Rhodobacter sphaeroides, the latter bacteria being considered a member of the Rhodospirillaceae family (Imhoff and Trüper 1984). In this respect, classification based on sequence analysis has clearly contributed to discerning sister clades and appropriately defining groups among the α-2 proteobacteria, particularly at the genus level (Stackebrandt and Goebel 1994). In addition, it has made us look more carefully at the common factors of bacteria belonging to the same lineage, sometimes in spite of the diverse biology displayed by sister organisms (Moreno 1992). However, at the species level the tree shown in Fig. 1 has poor resolution for some strains: this is clearly illustrated by the compact clades demonstrated in the Brucella, Bartonella and Bradyrhizobium terminal taxons, whose similarities are above 97%. As a result of this problem a combination of analysis of idiosyncratic sequences and numerical analysis of phenotypic characteristics has been undertaken by several researchers in order to discern between closely related táxones (Wayne et al. 1987, Ficht et al. 1996).

THE TAXONOMIC APPROACH

The taxonomic species concept is a definition clearly linked to its method. For many years, the aim of the microbial taxonomist has been to devise a consistent set of techniques for the classification of bacteria into different ranks. The most common procedures are based on the analysis of phenotypic features, biochemical characteristics, genotypic similarities and immunochemical reactions. Modern bacterial
taxonomists sort the available figures using numerical analysis and synthesise them in the form of clades or dendograms (Gao et al. 1994, Williams et al. 1995). The basic taxonomic unit generated by this analysis is defined as a taxospecies (Sneath 1984a). The same procedures used to determine a species are employed to further characterise the terminal taxa into subspecies, biotypes, serotypes, chemotypes, phagotypes, phenotypes and so on. The virtue of the taxonomic proposition is that it is defined in a polyphasic manner allowing high resolution at the terminal branches of dendograms; its drawback is the inaccuracy in the earlier nodes of the branches (e.g. compare phylogenetic trees from Yanagi and Yamasato [1993] with phenic dendograms generated by Gao et al. [1994]). This is mainly due to the fact that many characteristics displayed by the different bacteria (e.g. serological cross reactivity, staining properties, resistance to antibiotics, etc.) may be the product of coevolution, parallel evolution or the result of horizontal transfer of genes. However, the combination of phylogenetic grouping based on sequence comparisons with taxonomic classification is a very powerful method for approaching a practical definition of the bacterial species (Stackebrandt and Goebel 1994). In spite of all this advantages, this proposed polyphasic approach possesses some drawbacks as will be demonstrated in the following paragraphs.

For instance, Fig. 1 shows that the plant endosymbiont B. japonicum is phylogenetically closely related to the Bradyrhizobium strain BTAl; however, the latter is photosynthetic while the former is not. Since this characteristic is chromosomal coded and unlikely to be horizontally transferred, these two bacteria could be tentatively classified as different species. Similarly, the phylogenetically closely related Bartonella species can be differentiated into ten individual species according not only to different phenotypic, chemotypic and immunochemical
criteria, but more importantly to DNA-DNA reassociation values (Birtles et al. 1995). The latter procedure has been pragmatically established as a "superior method" for the classification of species (Stackebrandt and Goebel 1994). Nevertheless, our experience on studying the microbiological world has taught us that reality challenges the imagination. Not without lengthy debate and a considerable input of energy (and some bile), the genus *Brucella* is believed to comprise six species (Corbel 1989, Meyer 1990), in spite of the fact that phylogenetic analysis based on conserved DNA relatedness values indicate figures above 99% and 98% respectively (Fig. 1 and Verger et al. [1985]). The reason is not only because the different *Brucella* species may be resolved on the basis of DNA restriction patterns (Allardet-Servent et al. 1988, Fekete et al. 1992), phylogenetic analysis of idiosyncratic sequences (Ficht et al. 1996) as well as phenotypic, chemotypic and antigenic characteristics (Moreno 1992), but more important because of the distinct biological behaviour of the species that distinguishes one from the other (Corbel 1989, Meyer 1990). In this particular case the DNA-DNA reassociation technique has been considered an "inferior method" compared to the biological characteristics of these bacteria and to other assays (Meyer 1990).

THE BIOLOGICAL APPROACH

In contrast to the numerical analyses used in the phylogenetic and taxonomic studies for the definition of bacterial species, the biological concept is based upon the identification of fundamental qualitative characteristics. In modern biological usage, species are defined as a particular group of organisms which retain their distinctness from other kinds in nature over a period of successive generations. When referring to sexually reproducing organisms, "distinctness" commonly designates the ability of members of the same species to interbreed freely, whereas interbreeding between members of different species is prevented or restricted by natural causes. In another context, "distinctness" means isolation in a non-interacting different habitat. In spite of some shortcomings (Ayala 1976), the biological concept still has a profound impact on the recognition of animal and plant species (Avisé 1994). One important difference between this consideration and the previous definitions is its predictive nature, where time projects into the future from the moment in which a particular species is recognised. Such a claim about the future may of course turn out to be false since the separation between two or more species may be temporary or permanent depending upon the way the world goes (Danto 1985).

With respect to bacteria, the biological species concept has been defined on the basis of certain distinctive biological characteristics such as the basic comprehension of the life cycle (preferred habitat, potential habitat, preferred host, secondary hosts, vectors, reservoirs, interaction with other bacteria, symbiosis, commensalism, parasitism, saprophytic life and modes of transmission), bacterial physiology (metabolism, generation time, optimal growth temperature, defence mechanisms, offensive mechanisms, reparation systems and internal rearrangement of genes), and reproductive behaviour (vertical vs. horizontal inheritance, conjugation, transduction, retrotransposition, transformation and capsduction). The bacterial species defined on the basis of qualitative biological characteristics is sometimes referred to as genospecies (Sneath 1984a). However, on finding that similar biological traits may occur due to convergent or parallel evolution or may be acquired by the horizontal transfer of genes (Lambert et al. 1990), the traditional biological species concept must be modified in favour of a more versatile notion.

Experience has demonstrated that biological characteristics themselves are of little use in defining bacterial species (Weisburg et al. 1989). However, when phylogeny and taxonomy are considered, the biological properties shown by a bacterium contribute to resolving important uncertainties. For instance, *B. bacilliformis*, the etiological agent of Oroya Fever, can be recognised from other *Bartonella* species (Fig. 1), not only by its clear taxonomic features (Brenner et al. 1993, Birtles et al. 1995) but because this bacterium, which is restricted to a small geographical area in Peru, is a human pathogen...
exclusively transmitted by one distinct species of sand flies (Gray et al. 1990). Since humans are the only vertebrate host for \textit{B. bacilliformis}, and our species reached the highlands of Oroya no more than 12,000 years ago, it is reasonable to propose that this particular parasitic bacterium emerged in its present form around that time. Likewise, in spite of the indistinguishable DNA-DNA reassociation similarity index shown by the different \textit{Brucella} species (Verger et al. 1985), they can be recognised by their biological attributes, such as host range and pathogenicity (Corbel 1989, Meyer 1990). Sheep are the only animal host from which \textit{B. ovis} has been recovered, whereas the wood-rat \textit{Neotoma lepida} is the only known host for \textit{B. neotomae}. Furthermore, \textit{B. neotomae} is non pathogenic for its host; in contrast \textit{B. ovis} primarily affects males (causing ram epididymitis) and has seldom been encountered among ewes. Dogs are the natural host for \textit{B. canis}; this bacterium seldom infects other species, and when it does infection occurs without any epidemiological importance since the bacteria cannot be transmitted. Similarly, the host animals for \textit{B. abortus}, \textit{B. melitensis} and \textit{B. suis} are bovines, caprines and suines respectively (with the only exception of \textit{B. suis} biotype 4, which seems to be specific for reindeer, and therefore defined by some taxonomist as a distinct species). These three \textit{Brucella} species are very aggressive pathogens which may infect other hosts; however, when this occurs infection is often terminal and of minor epidemiological importance. What makes the biological attributes of these microorganisms important in the context of the species definition is the fact that under natural conditions the distinct biochemical, phenotypic, immunochemical and genomic attributes that identify each of the different \textit{Brucella} species have remained constant in space and time (Corbel 1989, Meyer 1990). These clear-cut examples force us to consider the qualitative biological characteristics as a valid alternative in the scheme of a species definition. Nevertheless, with respect to other bacteria we must be cautious in our judgement since distinct biological behaviour may depend on the presence of accessory genetic elements.

\section*{THE MICROBIOLOGISTS' PERCEPTION}

Carolus Linnaeus himself admitted that his classification did not always categorise the most similar things together (including humans and apes who were recorded as separate taxons), but he felt that his system was very well adapted to the interests of plant growers and botanists (as well as clergies) of his time. The virtue of the binomial system of nomenclature established by this Swedish naturalist in 1753 has been its clarity and simplicity. These attributes constitute the main reason why the linnaen system is still used for naming all the organisms within the three domains of living things: \textit{Bacteria}, \textit{Archea} and \textit{Eucarya} (Woese 1987). Prior to Linnaeus' \textit{Species Plantarum} publication, the names of the species were in reality short Latin descriptions, usually including several words. This complicated designation attempted to present the main characters by which the species could be recognised. The wisdom of Linnaeus was not only to create a comprehensible classification system, but more importantly, a useful one.

The development of a natural system, in which living things are classified according to the totality of their similarities and differences and evolutionary traits, has occupied the minds of post-linnaen investigators to this day, and it will very probably never be satisfactorily completed. The definition of a bacterial species furnishes the basis of our knowledge of it, but that same knowledge also helps us to use it more effectively. The art of the systematic bacteriologist lies not only in the correct use of methods and in the construction of elaborated theories to reach the "final" goal of successfully defining an entity that he or she thinks is a species, but also in convincing the (scientific) community that this definition is more appropriate to the reality of their disciplines. Although, some general rules for devising a valid classification may be established by many, eventually only a few will be responsible for actually naming a species. In this respect the microbiologist species perception is sustained upon the criteria expressed by a sponsor or a group of sponsors (experts, scientists, professionals, organisations) who based on scientific grounds (phylogenetic, taxonomic and biological studies)
and on practical parameters (epidemiology, production, potential use, risks, ranking orders, and tradition) propose a new bacterial species.

In considering the phylogenetic trees, taxonomic dendograms or biological separation based on what is believed to be the most natural system of classification for designation of species, the microbiologists must be aware that at higher systematic levels these representations are retrospective, but close to the species level they are prospective, that is, dependent upon the interpretation of the future (O'Hara 1993). This is commonly referred as the "problem of prospective narrative predication" (Danto 1985) since the separation between two bacterial populations as distinct species depend upon future contingencies which may be estimated but not predicted. As a consequence, it is logically impossible for all the species concepts to be applied with certainty to the present because they all depend upon the future (O'Hara 1993). However, taking into consideration the relatively short life span of humans, microbiologists are confronted with the dilemma of reaching a consensus for defining a bacterial species that is useful for all purposes. In this respect the data obtained by the various approaches must be weighed in the light of the different bacterial species concepts. The success of this enterprise will be measured by its widespread acceptance and its permanence. Therefore, the closest approximation to a bacterial species definition will be one that is widely accepted by scientists and practising professionals and which resists the inexorable vicissitudes of time. This problem is similar to the disadvantage of the relativistic theory when considering space and time in our daily lives with respect to the Newtonian approach which, in spite of its drawbacks, is more practical for this purpose.

From its initial "baptism" as Rickettsiae quintana, followed by its "re-baptism" as Rochalimae quintana, succeeded by its "super-baptism" as Bartonella quintana, this bacterium has changed none of its attributes (although new ones have been discovered), apart from its name (Brenner et al. 1993). The fast and widespread acceptance of the new nomenclature by the scientific community, veterinarians and physicians (Breitschwerdt et al. 1994, Kordick and Breitschwerdt 1995), in many ways reveals the success of the changes, because the new classification is in accordance with the attributes of the bacterium. As in a fairytale happy ending, phylogenetic, taxonomic and biological studies have greatly contributed to joining this bacterium with its sister species (Fig. 1). However, other bacterial groups are not as fortunate and despite extensive studies they still resist classification capable of convincing a wide audience. For instance, some species which seem to arrange themselves into networks such as those members of the Rhizobiaceae, or Enterobacteriaceae, and others which may have clonal structures such as the Brucella organisms, represent difficult challenges for taxonomists.

The majority of plant pathologists and other professionals working with plants, consider a Rhizobium species one that is capable of nodulating root plants and fixing nitrogen, whereas an Agrobacterium species is capable of producing tumors in plants (after acquisition of Sym and Ti plasmids, respectively). During the last decade, prominent research has demonstrated that these bacteria are phylogenetically intermixed (Yanagi and Yamasato 1993), "promiscous" with respect to the horizontal transfer of genes (Amábile-Cuebas and Chicurel 1992) and notably diverse (Lagueure et al. 1994, So et al. 1994), all findings that have considerably complicated the classification of these organisms. Similar problems have been observed in the Salmonella and Pseudomonas species, whose diversity defeats the number of bacteriologists devoted to their study (Le-Minor 1984, Palleroni 1984). It may be that the definition of species concerning these endosymbionts, plant pathogens, commensals, saprophytes and some animal pathogens must be viewed in the context of a reticular structure rather than as a unique terminal taxon (O'Hara 1994). Unfortunately, the undertaking of this laborious and difficult task does not guarantee that plant pathologists, soil microbiologists and medical doctors will accept the new nomenclature if it is of little practical use.

One has the tendency to think that the opposite would facilitate the classification of a bacterial species; however, this is not true. For instance, it is clear that the Brucella species are a close related phylogenetic and taxonomic
cluster of organisms (Fig. 1). As stated before, on the basis of DNA-DNA reassociation values it has been proposed that all *Brucella* spp. are biovars of a single species, *B. melitensis* (Verger *et al.* 1985). Thus, this monospecies would include six biovars with their respective biotypes, e. g. *B. abortus* biotype 1 would become *B. melitensis*, biovar *abortus*, biotype 1. Even though this proposition may approach the suggestion of a "superior rank" of classification based on DNA-DNA hybridisation values (Stackebrandt and Goebel 1994), the truth is that this molecular technique has only revealed genome similarities and no discreet, consistent and substantial differences that are known to exist among these organisms (Allardet-Servent *et al.* 1988, Meyer 1990, Fekete *et al.* 1992, Ficht *et al.* 1996). Although this may be one of the main reasons why this proposition has had little acceptance within the scientific community devoted to brucellae research (Meyer 1990), the ultimate judgement has come from veterinarians, microbiologists, physicians, epidemiologists and many other professionals who do not consider the new recommendation relevant for their purposes (Nielsen and Duncan 1990, Wong *et al.* 1992).

The motive for this undoubtedly lies in the fact that for many years it has been known that *B. melitensis* is a "vicious bug" (once upon a time considered as one of the candidates for microbial warfare), while *B. neotomae* is a "nice bug" confined to desert wood rats (Corbel 1989). This is not a matter of semantics; in every single country people responsible for control and eradication programs know the different pathological behaviour and epidemiological circumstances that distinguish the various *Brucella* species: talk of *B. abortus* is one thing, but the mention of *B. melitensis* is a very different matter. The name of the latter species would dispatch a general alarm among all public health units (Flores-Castro and Baer 1979). Furthermore, tradition in many western countries indicates that polynomial names given to persons or to living things have a tendency to disappear in favour of (linnaean) binomial nomenclature. Therefore, just as one of the precursors of evolutionism, the "Conde· Georges-Louis Leclerc de Buffon" is simply known as "Buffon", sooner or later "*Brucella melitensis*, biovar *abortus*, biotype 1", will probably be shortened to "*B. abortus* 1". In this respect it would be wise to weigh up the advantage of adopting a restrictive definition of species against well-established bacterial groups.

With respect to animals and plants it is accepted practice to define a new species on the basis of one or a few members or on the grounds of the discovery of a few fossil bones or seeds (Anderson and Jones-Jr 1984). Although some microbiologists have followed the same practice, in modern times very few scientists attempt to define a species on the basis of a single bacterial isolate. In general, the characterisation of repeated distinct isolates are required before a serious committee in bacterial nomenclature would consider it appropriate to define a new species (Graham *et al.* 1984). Nevertheless, this is not a straightforward subject. No one really knows how many isolates are necessary, and if these isolates should be obtained during certain time periods from different niches, habitats, hosts, localities and so on. In many cases the celerity for naming a new bacteria is based on the grounds of pure anthropocentric arguments. For instance in the case of some "unimportant" soil bacteria, endosymbionts or the pathogens of some marine animals there is no rush to provide a species name (Ewalt *et al.* 1994, Gao *et al.* 1994, So *et al.* 1994). However, when certain "emerging" pathogenic bacteria suddenly invade humans or animals and plants relevant for human use, the names of the new organisms are fiercely pursued (Regnery *et al.* 1992). Our human self-centred view of the world frequently makes us forget that bacteria themselves are not susceptible to systematics as we are.

### ARE BACTERIAL CLONAL OR RETICULATE EVOLUTIONARY UNITS?

Accessory genetic elements of bacterial genomes are plasmids, temperate phages, transposons, insertion sequences and retrotrans (Amábile-Cuevas and Chicurel 1992, Rice *et al.* 1993). These elements, besides being transmitted vertically during bacterial replication are also capable of horizontal transfer by means of conjugation, transformation, transduction, capsduction or retrotransposition. Under natural conditions the
basic trend is that genes carried by accessory elements constitute a particular sample of the bacterial genome that is required occasionally rather than continually. By contrast, genes needed for normal functions located in chromosomes are the “housekeeping” stock that is indispensable (Krawiec and Riley 1990). However, there are a number of exceptions to these rules. Transposition and other mobilisation actions can shuttle specific genes and sequences between chromosomes and plasmids as well as group different genes into a single replicon (Amábile-Cuevas and Chicurel 1992). During this process some additional genes may be transferred by a particular phenomenon known as “DNA hitchhiking”. The generalisation of this event has led to the suggestion that all bacteria may share a pool of genetic information that is accessible to virtually every other bacterial cell. Therefore, the bacterial community could be envisioned as a single, heterogeneous multicellular organism, with elements continually moving from one group of cells to another. In this respect, the bacterial universe would function as a superorganism with a network structure rather than as single entities with a branching family organisation (Sonea 1991). If this notion were assumed, the bacterial species concept would remain an illusion. Although this may sound exaggerated in the light of many different arguments given by population geneticists and evolutionary biologists who have convinced us that genetic identity is a reality in the microbial world (Ochman and Wilson 1987, Woese 1987, Olsen et al. 1994.), some bacterial species such as those belonging to the Rhizobiaceae and Enterobacteriaceae may assemble in a network fashion. In other cases, certain animal pathogenic bacterial species such as Bartonella spp. Brucella spp. Rickettsiae spp. and some endosymbionts seem to have a clonal structure because under certain local circumstances horizontal gene flux between bacteria, although possible, is an improbable natural event. From this perspective, the bacterial superorganism hypothesis, which is based on horizontal gene transfer between different species of bacteria, surrenders. Since these two standpoints (network vs. clonal structures) are important for a practical concept of bacterial species definition, some paragraphs will be devoted to their analysis.

For some time it was believed that recombination among bacteria occurred at such low frequency, relative to mutation, that it was considered evolutionary insignificant (Guttman and Dykhuizen 1994). However, recently it has been demonstrated that recombination is the dominant force driving the clonal divergence of some enterobacterial species (Guttman and Dykhuizen 1994), thus it must be considered a significant factor in the structuring of bacterial populations capable of horizontal gene transfer. Among enterobacterial species, recombination seems to take place more often between closely related bacteria than across “species”. In this respect the genetic relationships between closely related individuals could be regarded as tokogenetic (Henning 1966) in contrast to the phylogenetic links that interconnect the different species. Tokogenetic recombination are expected to homogenise the gene pool among the interacting organisms, restricting the network structure of the species to a limited level (Fig. 2). In the case of some Escherichia coli strains, the divergence from a common ancestor was traced as recently as 2400 years ago (Guttman and Dykhuizen 1994). In comparison, recombination between different “species” (Amábile-Cuevas and Chicurel 1992) may result in genetic diversification promoting not only the expansion of the network structure of the species, but also favouring a fast and severe genetic drift which may eventually cause speciation (Syvanen 1994), in the manner proposed by the punctuated equilibrium hypothesis (Eldredge and Gould 1972). A similar recombinational phenomenon may explain the difficulties of defining bacterial species among certain groups of soil and plant associated bacteria (Laguerre et al. 1994, So et al. 1994).

The constant changes of the plant-associated bacteria from soil to plants would exert selective forces on the versatility of the genome, better achieved by non-essential genes carried in plasmids than in chromosomes (Eberhard 1990). However, the fact that chromosomal genes could move from one bacteria to another (Amábile-Cuevas and Chicurel 1992, Syvanen 1994), forces us to consider that some species of bacteria may
arrange in a network structure. For instance, members of the genera *Agrobacterium* and *Rhizobium* have been defined by their ability to induce plant tumors or root nodulation, respectively (Jordan 1984, Lambert *et al.* 1990).

Fig. 2.Hypothetical phylogenetic trees and tokogenetic relationships among bacteria. Three different alternatives for generating bacterial species or strains (A-I) during evolution are presented. Speciation will depend on the probabilistic transmission and expansion of exogenous and endogenous genetic events as well as natural selection. Endogenous events such as mutation, internal recombination of genes and duplication or deletion of sequences are vertically transmitted and clonally expanded by the ancestor (I). Exogenous events include the horizontal acquisition or recombination of foreign bacteria sequences, plasmids and lysogenic phages (A). Examples of clonal species are the Brucella, Bartonella and Rickettsiae spp.; examples of reticulate or clonal-reticulate bacteria are members of the Rhizobiaceae and Enterobacteriaceae families. Tokogenetic relationships have been documented in enterobacterial species (Guttmann and Dykhuizen 1994).

However, many non tumorigenic agrobacteriae and non nodulating rhizobiae have been isolated from soil (Bouzar *et al.* 1993, Laguerre *et al.* 1993, Kalogeraki and Winans 1995). In these bacteria the genes responsible for neoplastic transformation (*onc* and *vir*), root nodules (*nod*) and nitrogen fixation (*fix* and *nif*) are present in large accessory elements such as the *Ti* and *Ri* megaplasmids for gall and hairy root transformation respectively and the *Sym* megaplasmid for nodulation and nitrogen fixation (Jordan 1984, Lambert *et al.* 1990, Deng *et al.* 1995). The phylogeny of these plant-associated bacteria, based on ribosomal RNA sequences and supported by other genotypic characteristics (Dooley *et al.* 1993, Yanagi and Yamasato 1993, Wallington and Lund 1994), show that the species of these genera are intertwined (Fig. 1). Since *Sym*, *Ti* or *Ri* sequences are also intermingled with the different bacterial species, it is possible that the horizontal flux of these and other genes among the plant-associated bacteria has occurred several times during evolution (Deng *et al.* 1995). It is also probable that many of these genes located in plasmids or chromosomes have a common origin. This is further supported by the fact that *Sym*, *Ti* and *Ri* plasmids share sequences among themselves as well as with genes located in the chromosomes (Prakosh and Schilperoort 1982, Kündig *et al.* 1993, Rivilla and Downie 1994, Schwedock and Long 1994, Kalogeraki and Winans 1995). Another important example that may sustain the network structure hypothesis of some species is the horizontal transfer of cytochrome
oxidase genes between soil/plant bacteria. It has been found that a phylogenetic tree constructed on the basis of different cytochrome oxidase genes has unexpected assemblage with respect to phylogenetic trees constructed on the basis of ribosomal genes. (Castresana et al. 1994). The incongruency seen between the cytochrome oxidase gene tree and the 16S rRNA tree suggests a case for horizontal gene transfer between these parties. Finally, several studies have demonstrated discrepancies between phylogenetic trees based on 16S rRNA and dendograms constructed on the basis of numerical taxonomy (Ladha and So 1994, Leung et al. 1994, So et al. 1994, Eardly et al. 1995). These findings support the notion that within this group of bacteria, the horizontal transfer of genes, rather than convergence or parallel evolution, has influenced the evolution of species (Syvanen 1994). Interestingly, the high genetic diversity of plant-associated bacteria found worldwide, which overlaps with the clonal population structure encountered in specific ecosystems, is one of most striking characteristics of these organisms (Bouzar et al. 1993, Dooley et al. 1993, Leung et al. 1994, Wong et al. 1994).

As mentioned previously, there are a considerable number of intracellular bacteria such as *Brucella*, *Bartonella*, *Rickettsiae*, and *Anaplasma* species (Fig. 1) in which natural plasmids or temperate bacteriophages have not been detected in spite of numerous attempts to find them during chromosomal studies (Meyer 1990, Reschke et al. 1990, Regnery et al. 1991, Elzer et al. 1993, Roux and Raoult 1993, Grasseschi and Minnick 1994, Krueger et al. 1994). Furthermore, some of these bacteria, which have been experimentally transformed with conjugal plasmids, are incapable of transferring the extrachromosomal DNA to a second host of the same or a different species; and no evidence indicating that the plasmid had integrated into the chromosome was attained during these studies (Elzer et al. 1993). Gene transfer by other mechanisms such as translocation of naked DNA, conjugation mediated by specialised transposons, or reception of foreign DNA as result of heterologous conjugation cannot be ruled out. However, due to the characteristics of this bacterial group, horizontal gene transfer seems an improbable natural event. In general terms, these intracellular organisms are distinguished by the following characteristics which are in accordance with the absence of foreign genetic material transference: 1) the metabolic and antibiotic susceptibility patterns are maintained constant throughout space and time; 2) structures such as pili, which favour the horizontal transference of genes between bacteria are absent in these pathogens; 3) as a rule the animal pathogens are isolated as pure cultures, indicating that these bacteria are in less intimate contact with other species of bacteria; 4) infections by the animal pathogens are initiated by a few bacteria that are clonally expanded in the host; 5) multiple infections by different biovars seldom occur in the same host; 7) striking similarity among isolates of the same species obtained from different localities during different periods of time has been demonstrated; 8) bacterial diversity (e.g. number of species or biotypes) is commensurate with host and vector diversity. (Ristic and Kréier 1984a, 1984b, Moulder 1985, Isenberg 1988, Corbel 1989, Halling and Zeher 1990, Meyer 1990, Regnery et al. 1991, Koehler et al. 1992, Schwartzman 1992, Brenner et al. 1993, Ewald 1993, Weiss and Moulder 1894, Birtles et al. 1995).

With respect to these intracellular animal pathogenic α-proteobacteria, and some bacterial endosymbionts (Yubin et al. 1994), the concept of species must be considered within the context of clonality rather than that of a network or reticulate structure. Since clonality is maintained by the vertical, asexual transmission of genetic material from parent to offspring, all evolutionary change through time must be considered the result of a mutational process or the autogenous rearrangement of genes mediated by insertion sequences, retrons or transposons. The relative contribution of mutation and autogenous recombination to divergence is not known. This is mainly due to problems associated with the collection of accurate figures during internal recombinational processes. However, in some plasmid-free bacteria such as *Brucella* spp. with an upper limit DNA-DNA reassociation values, the relative contribution between these two processes could be estimated by comparing the gene sequences at homologous sites in two different species, with the position...
of the genes in the chromosomes (*Brucella* spp. possesses two different chromosomes [Michaux-Charachon *et al.* 1993]). Differences in the number and location of insertion sequences between different *Brucella* species (Ouahrani *et al.* 1993), may suggest that autogenous recombination in addition to mutation could be a driving force in the speciation of bacteria devoid of heterologous recombination promoted by plasmids. It is possible that the speciation of intracellular bacteria and endosymbionts is commensurate with the evolutionary history of their hosts (Ochman and Wilson 1987). In this case the biological approach takes on an important dimension, since most of the environmental constraints that direct natural selection seem to be present in the host (Brunham *et al.* 1993, Laguerre *et al.* 1993). These interactions could attain extreme proportions such as mitochondria and chloroplasts in which the eu-bacterial identity is forever lost within the host environment, maintaining however, their phylogenetic relationship with the respective parental group (Yang *et al.* 1985). An important exception may be the modern and indiscriminate use of vaccines, antibiotics and other antimicrobial agents which may redirect some of the natural selective processes in these and other bacteria.

WHAT IS THE BEST BACTERIAL SPECIES DEFINITION?

For over a century, the biological species concept in the first instance, and following this, the taxonomic species concept were the major theoretical postulates orienting bacteriological research. In the 19th century and the first half of the 20th century bacteriology was primarily confined within the limits of medical research (Smith and Martin 1949). During this time many different pathogenic bacteria were described, and sets of key phenotype characters were established to identify members of the same. It was, mainly in the second half of this century that research in bacteria devoid of medical importance began to participate in the microbiologist game. Owing to the incursion of molecular biology during the last decade, the bacterial world began to develop an evolutionary historical dimension which has greatly contributed to correcting some of the distorted perceptions "not in tune with the position of microorganisms in the natural order of things" (Woese 1987). The methods used for the definition of biological and taxonomic species concepts lack sufficient evolutionary perspective and, hence provide an inappropriate guide to the origins and products of evolutionary diversification (O'Hara 1993, Woese 1994). This has led to a call for the replacement of the biological-taxonomic concept by the phylogenetic species concept. However, as stated before, the methods used for constructing bacterial phylogenies do not in themselves possess sufficient resolution to distinguish those terminal taxa we call species; therefore a polyphasic phylogenetic-taxonomic approach was suggested (Stackebrandt and Goebel 1994). Although this latter proposition is closer to a practical definition of bacterial species (or nomenspecies), it is vague with respect to the biological properties of the bacterial organisms. Furthermore, it does not take into consideration the microbiologist point of view, which I consider essential for a practical definition of bacterial species. As a scientist I am obligated to observe, measure, analyse and describe phenomena; however as a human being I may have preconceived notions of the object I am devoted to studying; this I can not neglect but if I recognise its existence, I may be able to control it.

The members of the α-2 proteobacteria shown in Fig. 1 in which I have used to illustrate the virtues and drawbacks of the phylogenetic, taxonomic and biological approaches as well as the microbiologists' perception, constitute a good exercise. For instance, it is clear that molecular sequencing based on 16SrRNA had resolved the phylogenetic position of facultative cell associated bacteria which were located haphazardly in different families (e.g. *Rochalimaeae* and *Bartonella* species), in the same family (e.g. *Bradyrhizobium* and *Rhizobium* species) or in groups with uncertain affiliation (e.g. *Brucella* and *Ochrobactrum* species). In addition, this approach has revealed that genera and the corresponding species of plant associated bacteria (e.g. *Agrobacterium, Rhizobium* and *Phyllobacterium* species) and some stem-
noodulating and photosynthetic bacteria (Bradyrhizobium spp. and Rhodopseudomonas palustris) are intermixed in the phylogenetic tree, a fact that has called the attention of several investigators who have suggested reclassification of the group (Sawada et al. 1993, Willems and Collins 1993, Yanagi and Yamasato 1993). From a different perspective, the phylogenetic analysis did not have enough resolution in defining some of the animal (e.g. Brucella, Bartonella and Afipia species) and plant (Bradyrhizobium spp.) associated species. In this regard numerical taxonomy has clearly resolved the position of some of the animal associated bacteria (Bartonella spp. and Afipia spp.) as demonstrated by the polyphasic approach undertaken to classify these organisms (Brenner et al. 1991, Brenner et al. 1993). However, while the data provided by 16SrRNA analysis gave a more reliable indication of the phylogeny, the degree of phenotypic divergence observed among some plant and soil bacteria (e.g. photosynthetic and non photosynthetic Bradyrhizobium spp.) and the degree of genotypic convergence estimated in Brucella spp. (Verger et al. 1985) raises questions concerning the polyphasic taxonomic approach to bacterial systematics (Yanagi and Yamasato 1993, So et al. 1994). Should these examples “persuade us that numerical taxonomy based on phenotypic characteristics does not provide reliable evidence concerning evolutionary relationships? Or should it instead remind us that sequence data alone do not tell us everything (or even anything) of interest about the biology of organisms” (So et al. 1994). At the present time both scenes may be correct. With respect to the soil and plant associated α-2 proteobacteria, the qualitative biological characteristics seem to be of little use in discerning different bacterial species; nevertheless it gives an excellent perception of the network structure of the group. Therefore it would be wise that microbiologists base their perception on this understanding, rather than on trying to dissect the soil and plant associated bacteria species on the grounds of 16SrRNA sequence comparisons and numeral taxonomy data alone. On the contrary, the phylogenetic data represented as trees as well as the DNA-DNA hybridisation analysis suggest to us that Brucella organisms are a monophyletic group of bacteria that may be clustered as a single species; although the qualitative biological attributes (e.g. different hosts and virulence) supported by fine analysis (Allardet-Servent et al. 1988, Meyer 1990, Fekete et al. 1992, Ficht et al. 1996), clearly demonstrates that these bacteria behave as independent units deserving a distinct species classification. In this regard, it would be prudent that microbiologists base their perception on the clonal structure exhibited by the Brucella organisms, rather than on the narrow classification displayed by the phylogenetic analysis and DNA-DNA hybridisation studies of these organisms (Meyer 1990).

A NEVER ENDING STORY

In considering a definition of bacterial species there is at least one major uncertainty left which probably would never be satisfactorily resolved. For instance, if bacteria behave as independent evolutionary units, adaptive changes may expand clonally resulting in a distinctive variety or in a new species. On the contrary, if they behave as reticulate evolutionary units, adaptive changes occurring within an individual are horizontally transferred to many or all members of the species which will “homogenise the species gene pool, even as it creates different genotypes and diversifies clones” (Guttman and Dykhuisen 1980). Recombination between different species may result in unbounded divergence and speciation. Depending on local circumstances bacteria may alternate from one form to another, that is, behaving as evolutionary units propagating clonally for long periods of time, followed by periods of “promiscuity” where clonal divergence and a network structure may result from recombination.Mutation without (foreign) recombination followed by clonal expansion in an isolated environment (e.g. the intracellular milieu) may promote fast speciation, whereas recombination between clones of the same species (tokogenetic relationships) may delay speciation. These ideas are schematically proposed in Fig. 2.

Without doubt, modern bacteriologists will devote much of their time to resolving these and other questions. Researchers will attempt
to organise the knowledge of the diversity and variability among bacteria into systems of classification which reflect the evolution of these microorganisms as well as their similarities and differences under certain biological limits. Although this sounds relatively straightforward, the truth is that regardless of how much we learn about a particular bacterial group, the ambiguity related to the definition of species will prevail, because it is not possible to formulate "any clear distinction between individual differences and slight varieties; or between more plainly marked varieties and sub-species, and species" (Darwin 1859). No two individuals are exactly alike in all details. "Even if we were presented with a complete DNA sequence of every individual of every species, we would still not be able to discern what makes species different. We need to be able to modify genes to see if we can produce new strains and even new species, and see whether the species act as if they possess some inertia, resisting modification" (Statkin 1985). The diversity of living things is constantly emerging and chaotic; the historical nature of the evolution process impairs an inescapable indeterminateness to the notion of species. This biological principle is comparable in many respects to the uncertainty principle of quantum mechanics proclaimed by Heisenberg more than 60 years ago, that established the impossibility of simultaneously determining the velocity and position of a particle (Wheeler and Zurek 1983). The species problem is not a concept which will be solved, but rather something that we need to overcome, and the very existence of this uncertainty is itself one of the most significant pieces of evidence of the historical process we call evolution.
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RESUMEN

Se examinó la definición de especie bacteriana usando como ejemplos proteobacterias del subgrupo α-2 asociadas con las plantas y con los animales y tomando en consideración estudios filogenéticos, taxonómicos, biológicos y el criterio de los microbiólogos. La virtud que tienen los estudios filogenéticos es que proporcionan una perspectiva evolutiva de los linajes bacterianos; sin embargo el los métodos usados poseen poca resolución para definir aquellas especies localizadas en las ramas terminales de los árboles filogenéticos. El mérito que tienen los métodos taxonómicos se debe ha que definen las especies con base en múltiples características, permitiendo así una excelente resolución en las ramas terminales de los dendrogramas; su desventaja radica en su poca exactitud en los nodos iniciales de los cladogramas. A nivel individual los estudios biológicos frecuentemente presenta dificultades debido a que muchas de las características son el resultado de coevolución, evolución paralela o bien transmisión horizontal de genes; sin embargo cuando este concepto es considerado conjuntamente con el filogenético y el taxonómico, se logran responder algunas preguntas que ninguna de las estrategias puede resolver aisladamente. El juicio expresado por un grupo de expertos con base en evidencias científicas y en la práctica cotidiana para proponer una nueva especie de bacterias es lo que se conoce como el criterio de los microbiólogos. El éxito de este criterio se mide por su aceptación general y por su permanencia a través del tiempo. Uno de los problemas más difíciles respecto a la definición de especie bacteriana es como distinguir si estas son unidades evolutivas independientes o si ellas son unidades evolutivas reticulares. En el primer caso, la herencia es transmitida verticalmente como resultado de la división binaria y la multiplicación clonal. Este podría ser el caso de algunas bacterias asociadas con los animales en las que la recombinación genética posiblemente no ocurra o bien es excepcional. En el segundo caso, los cambios adaptativos que suceden en un individuo pueden ser transmitidos horizontalmente a varios o a todos los miembros de un grupo. Este parecería ser el caso de muchas de las bacterias intestinales y de las asociadas con las plantas. La divergencia genética y la especiación de bacterias con una estructura reticular dependerán casi exclusivamente de mutaciones y de los rearreglos genéticos internos que puedan suceder, mientras que la especiación de bacterias con una estructura reticular dependerá no sólo de estos procesos, sino también de las interacciones genéticas con otras bacterias. Esta incertidumbre, la que sin lugar a duda corresponde al proceso evolutivo, es al mismo tiempo uno de los elementos esenciales para comprender la definición de especie bacteriana.
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